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Frequently Asked Questions (subject to the Terms and Conditions- Guess the Goals 

Promotion) 

 
Q1. What is the Guess the Goals Promotion? 

A. It is the MPT promotion in collaboration with “Official Broadcaster Skynet”  where MPT 
Club members winner can get bonus MPT Club (100)  points  (“Prize”) by correctly 
guessing the goal result for each FIFA world cup 2022 football matches. 

B. To guess the goal result before 7:00 PM every matches.  
 
Q2. What is the Promotion period? 
A. The Promotion will begin from 20 November 2022 to 18-December-2022 at 7:00 PM. 
 
 
Q3. Who can participate in this Promotion? 
A. All MPT registered users (using a MPT SIM) who are MPT Club members can participate 
in this Promotion. 
 
Q4. How can I join this Promotion? 
A. You can join this Promotion by clicking this link: http://bit.ly/3EQL2Hr during the 
Promotion Week and guessing what each football team’s goals will be in any or all fixtures 
in the relevant Fixture Week. Note that you can no longer make any changes to your 
answers once you submit them. 

 
 
Q5: How do I know if I won the Promotion? 

A. The winners will be notified via SMS after 7 days of the match that they guessed. 

 
 
Q6: When will I receive the Prize? 
A: You will receive the Prize upon receipt of the SMS in Q5. 
 
Q7: Does the Prize have an expiration date? 
A: Yes. The Prize will automatically expire one (1) year from its receipt. 
Q8. Is there a maximum number of participants who can win the Promotion? 
A. No.  
 
Q9: How many times can I join the Promotion? 
A: Each participant (using one MSISDN) can join the Promotion only once per Promotion 
Week. 
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Q10. How many times can I win the Promotion? 
A. Each participant (using one MSISDN) can win once per match. 
 

 
Q11. How can customers join MPT Club? 
A. Customers can join MPT Club easily by downloading MPT 4 U App or by dialing *345# as 

well. 
*In case of conflict between the Terms and Conditions and these FAQs, the Terms and 

Conditions shall prevail. In case of conflict between the English and Myanmar versions of 

these FAQs, the Myanmar version shall prevail. 

 

 

 

 


